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NEW Stolen Goat Adventure Down Jackets and
Waterproof Jackets

Stolen Goat are very excited to be launching an all-new range of jackets that look just as great

off the bike as they do on it. Frosty morning dog walks, cold crisp trail rides, wet and windy

morning cycle commutes. We’ve got you covered. The comfort, style and high performance of

our cycling kit crosses over into your everyday wardrobe – because riding is more than just a

sport, it’s a lifestyle. The new for AW21 down and waterproof jackets will help you to find your

freedom, whatever the adventure.

Adventure Down Jackets //
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ABOUT STOLEN GOAT

Available for men and women in olive, black and orange our new down jackets are here to keep

you warm and cosy throughout the winter months. They’re cut to ensure comfort (and minimal

flapping) in the riding position when you’re on the bike, while remaining casual enough to wear

all day long. Made from responsibly sourced duck down, they’re showerproof with fleece-lined

hand pockets and reflective trims. Plus, they feature zip-off sleeves so they can easily be

converted into a gilet if the weather warms up.

Waterproof jackets //

Say goodbye to wet, miserable rides and get ready for the ultimate all-weather freedom. Stolen

Goat’s new waterproof jackets offer next-level rain protection while maintaining amazing

breathability. A two-way YKK Aquaguard front zipper and taped seams truly keep the rain at

bay, while the soft, fleece-lined high collar adds extra warmth and protection where it’s needed.

Made from a premium material with built-in stretch for a comfortable fit, these jackets are

awesome for rainy days in the saddle – or just rainy days in general. Available for men and for

women in navy and pink.

New Beanies and Bobble Hats

Nothing spoils a day in the great outdoors like a chilly noggin and frost-bitten ears. Our new

beanies and bobble hats will keep you warm and cosy, so the adventures can continue whatever

the weather. Made from 50% recycled fabric with a vegan apple leather Stolen Goat badge. Opt

for a Manta or a Bonzo bobble hat for made-to-be-seen style. Or keep it subtle with our parred

down beanies. Available in orange, olive and grey these will look awesome with the new

Adventure Down Jackets
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Notes for editors

The Stolen Goat AW21 collection sees the introduction of NEW down jackets and waterproof

jackets – designed to be worn either on or off the bike – alongside the recently launched new

designs across the Orkaan and Bodyline ranges, and upcoming Climb & Conquer line.

Giving cyclists and outdoor enthusiasts the freedom to adventure more throughout the winter

months, the new jackets are available to purchase at stolengoat.com.

https://stolengoat.com/


Stolen Goat was founded by Tim Bland in 2012 with a mission in mind: To inspire people to find freedom through
sport so that they can live happier, healthier lives. With award-winning cycle clothing and accessories, Stolen Goat
helps to inspire and empower people to find their own form of freedom and adventure more. Whether that’s hi�ng
the climbs or hi�ng the café rides. Since its beginnings, Stolen Goat has grown a community of likeminded everyday
cycling heroes – The Herd. United by our love of cycling, our passion for freedom and apprecia�on for awesome kit
that dares to be a li�le bit different.
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